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About this guide

Contents

This user guide is written for centre staff who use Pearson’s
qualifications management application and wish to test / familarise
themselves on registering and booking learners as well as
administering the test. This can be accessed by the following user
roles:
•
•

Centre Administrator
Assessor

The
app, located on the Navigational Bar within
the qualifications management application, allows you to
and
menus.
Within this guide, you will learn the steps required to manage the
following activities:
• Orders (e.g. registrations & entries / bookings)
• Manage test entry
• Administer a test
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PIN Creation
Section Overview
Creating a ‘
’ should be the first action you take if you are going to invigilate / launch On-Screen tests whether this be
online though qualifications management application or offline through the Offline Test Delivery Platform.
There are rules around the ‘

’ as follows:

1. You only need to generate your PIN once and this will allow you to launch / download all of your tests. (You are
able to generate a new PIN but we would only expect you to do this should your PIN be compromised, i.e a learner
has seen your PIN and you need to change for security).
2. If you have to change your PIN for the above reason and had already downloaded tests, you will need to
download either a new test or an old test again as this will confirm you PIN with the Offline Platfom System. (Failure
to do this will result in a error message relating to your PIN).
3. Your PIN is unique to you and your login.
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PIN Creation
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This part of the guide focuses on how to generate the PIN you will need to launch the Pearson Onscreen Test Platform. The PIN will be needed by test
invigilators to launch the Offline Test Delivery Platform (TDP) and to manage all Onscreen Tests.

To Begin,

:

>

On the My Account Details screen, expand the ‘
’ drop-down at bottom.

To create your Pearson Onscreen Test Platform PIN, click
on ‘
’.

Your Pearson Onscreen Test Platform PIN will be displayed. If
your PIN is compromised, you can generate a new one by clicking
‘
’ again. This can be done as many times as you need.
Please note your new PIN will be applied to the Test Player when
you download your first test package with your new PIN.
You only need to generate a PIN once for all of your test package
downloads.
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Demo Test Learner
Registration
Section Overview
Prior to creating a new order your learner(s) must already exist in the system.
There are three ways to do this:
1.

If you want to create an order for many learners you can use the Upload
Learner Group process ( See Section 1 ‘

2.

Create an individual learner through Create Order ‘

3.

Select existing learner(s) through Create Order process

’)
’ process

This section focuses on registering a learner(s) against a qualification(s).
If you are creating an Entry / Booking your learner(s) must have already been
registered against a Qualification / Apprenticeship. (This would have taken place
through the ‘

’ process).

This section focuses on booking a learner(s) against a testable qualification(s) or
testable units within a qualification.
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Demo Test Learner Registration
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This part of the guide focuses on how to create an order to register a demo learner in the qualifications management application. Please note that a
new ‘dummy’ registration needs to be created everytime a demo test is needed. It is not possible to use the same registration more than once. Demo
test registrations and test bookings are not chargable.
To Begin,

Click ‘

:

>

>

>

’.

Type ‘
’ in the search bar and hit the enter
key. You will be presented with the search
’. Select the
result ‘
qualification and then click ‘
’.

You will be presented with a message saying
’. Click
‘
‘
’ at right.
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Title - PoP Dummy Qualification
Product Ref - Q-005003866
QN - 100/100/100
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Demo Test Learner Registration (continued)
To create a new learner select the ‘
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’ tab. Enter the main details of the demo learner. Fields

marked with an asterisk are mandatory. Click on ‘
right, then select ‘ ’ to continue.

’ to move the learner details to the box on the

You will be taken back to the overview page where a green tick will appear next to the processes which have
been completed. Click ‘
’ to enter the course start and end dates to your listed learner(s).
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Demo Test Learner Registration (continued)
Select the course start and end dates for each of the linked learners and click ‘
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’. For a demo learner set the

start date as today and the end date for any day in the future.

You are now presented with an overview of your order. You will have green ticks showing that you have
successfully linked your learners and entered course dates. Click ‘
’ to save your order, and ‘ ’ to
confirm on the following screen.
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Make Demo Test Entry
Section Overview
If you are creating an Entry / Booking your learner(s) must have already been
registered against the POP Dummy Qualification (Q-0050003866). This would have
taken place through the ‘

’ process.

This section focuses on booking a learner(s) against the POP Dummy testable
qualification (Q-005003866).
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Make Demo Test Entry
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This part of the guide focuses on how to make a demo test entry in qualifications management application. In order for a demo test to be created
you need to first create a dummy learner registration as per section 3.
To Begin,

Click on the ‘
then ‘

:

>

>

>

’ tab and
’ to expand the list.

Search for ‘
’ and
expand it by clicking the triangle at left to see
the testable units available. The ‘
’ will be set as ‘
’.
Select the unit by adding a tick to the box at
’.
left and click ‘

You will now be prompted to link learners
to the booking and select the time and
date your learners will take the test. To add
learners to the booking click ‘
’
on the right side.
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Make Demo Test Entry (continued)
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You are presented with a list of the demo learners registered to the ‘
’. To
link a learner to the order click ‘ ’, and the learner will move to the Linked Learners box. You can
use the search box to find the demo learner you previously registered. Once the demo learner
shows on the right side of the screen click ‘ ’.

A green tick will appear next to the processes which have been completed. Click ‘
add the test booking date, time and mode.
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Make Demo Test Entry (continued)
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You can now select the date and time you want to book the test for, from the drop down bars.
The test delivery window will be open 4 hours either side of the chosen time.

You now need to select the default option for the
demo test you wish to run.
‘
’ - If you are testing the POP LAN software.
‘
’ - If you are testing the offline test delivery
platform without internet access.
‘
’ - If you are testing the online delivery platform
with internet access.
Then click ‘

’.
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Make Demo Test Entry (continued)
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You have entered all the information needed to complete the booking. This is shown by two
green ticks next to the required information.
To complete the booking click ‘

’ and then ‘

’ to confirm.
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Manage Demo Test
Entry

Section Overview

Having made an Entry / Booking (Section 3 Make Demo Test Entry)
you will be required to visit the Manage Entries and Bookings screen as per below
The reasons for this would be:
1.

Cancel a Test Booking

2.

Amend a Test Booking

3.

Launch Test (Online)

4.

Download Test (Offline)

This section focuses on the processes for launching and downloading a test.
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Manage Demo Test Entry
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This part of the guide focuses on how to download an offline test package and launch an online test in the qualifications management application.
You will need to ensure that the latest version of the Pearson Onscreen Platform is installed on your computer and that you have already created
your PoP PIN.
To Begin,

:

>

>

Using the search function you
can find the demo test you
booked for your demo learner.
Or click the refresh icon at
bottom right of the table to
reveal all future tests.
You are able to launch an Online
test or download an Offline test
package ready for delivery.

To view the Assessment Mode
and additional time click the
expansion arrow at left.
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Manage Demo Test Entry (continued)
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To Launch an Online Onscreen test select the booking using the tick box at left and click ‘
’. If installed
the Onscreen test player will launch the test. Run through and complete the test to confirm all functionality is
working.
To Download an Offline Onscreen test select the booking using the tick box at left and click ‘

’. Your

Pearson Onscreen Platform PIN will be assigned to the download so only you can launch the test.

A window will pop up. Click ‘
’ to confirm the start of the
download. It will check through four stages. Ensure each stage shows
as ‘
’. If any fail refresh the web page and try again.
The first time you download a test package it can take longer than
normal.
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Administer Offline
Test

Section Overview
To access the ‘

’ you will have need to have generated your PIN as mentioned in ‘

Once you have access to the ‘

’

’ you will be able to access the following information.

1. Available - Shows all the tests that you have downloaded and not had a learner sit the test
2. Archived - Shows all the tests that have been ‘

’

3. Pending Upload - Shows all the tests that have been completed / sat and the response is currently waiting to be
‘
’
4. Settings - This allows you to turn ‘
You are also able to ‘

’ or ‘

’ the automatic ‘

Previous

’ feature (by default this is set to ‘

Next

’).
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Administer Offline Test
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This part of the guide focuses on how to download a test from the qualifications management application. You will need to ensure you have
created a Pearson Onscreen Platform PIN.
To Begin,

:

The dashboard will display the tests that have recently been downloaded to your computer in the ‘
’ section.
Find the learner and test entry you wish to launch. You can search by a test date range if you have many learners.
Select the ‘

’ box to confirm that you are ready to invigilate the assessment. Then click ‘

’.

Please note you will no longer need an Attendance Register as you are agreeing to the declaration instead.

The test will launch and lock your computer down into Kiosk mode. This means only the test will be accessible. Run
through the test questions and click ‘
’ to review the questions. Click ‘
’ and the computer will come
out of Kiosk mode and close down the test player.
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Administer Offline Test (continued)
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Follow steps 1 and 2 to log back into the Offline Test Delivery Platform. If you have an internet connection you will
be presented with a pop-up window (Pending actions) advising that you have responses waiting to be uploaded. If
you have a strong stable connection click ‘ ’. If your internet connection is not stable and you wish to upload later
click ‘ ’. If you have selected ‘ ’ you will need to do a manual upload by selecting ‘
’ from the menu
at left and then click ‘

’.

By clicking on ‘ ’ a pop-up window will appear. Click on ‘
’. Once this has completed you will see the
word ‘
’ confirming that the upload has been actioned. Confirmation can also be viewed by selecting ‘
’
from the menu at left and checking the ‘

Previous

’.
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